Subject: Info about Johns Hopkins ICU Rehab LIVE Conference Zoom Links

To Conference Attendees,

Thank you for registering for the 12th Annual Johns Hopkins Critical Care Rehabilitation Conference.

We will use the Zoom Webinar platform to deliver the Live Conference on Nov 8-11. This Webinar platform is a bit different from the Zoom Meeting platform that is more commonly used, with functionality that is designed for a Live Conference.

Please note that you will receive a series of emails today from “Hopkins ICU Rehab no-reply@zoom.us” These emails have separate Zoom webinar links for each track (i.e., Adult and Pediatric) and for each day of the Conference. These Zoom links are unique to your registration – do NOT share them.

These Zoom emails allow you to add each Zoom link to your calendar. We strongly recommend that you add these Zoom links to your calendar for whichever tracks/days of the Conference you plan to attend (we can’t distinguish who wants to attend adult vs. pediatric, so everyone receives all Zoom emails).

Please note that in our local time zone for the Conference (Eastern Time, USA), our clocks will move back by 1 hour on Sunday Nov. 5, 2023. Our Brochure has complete information on the times for all Conference sessions: https://icurehabnetwork.org/2023-conference/

You will receive emails with the following subject lines:

• For those who registered for the “All Conference Content” option
  o Nov. 8 AMP Hospital-Wide Confirmation
  o Nov. 9 ADULT Foundations Confirmation
  o Nov. 9 PEDIATRICS Foundations Confirmation
  o Nov. 10 Combined Adult and Pediatrics Confirmation*
  o Nov. 10 PEDIATRICS Only Confirmation*
  o Nov. 11 Combined Adults and Pediatrics Confirmation*

• For those who registered for the “New Content and Updates ONLY” option
  o Nov. 10 Combined Adult and Pediatrics Confirmation*
  o Nov. 10 PEDIATRICS Only Confirmation*
  o Nov. 11 Combined Adults and Pediatrics Confirmation*

Note for Pediatric attendees: some pediatric ICU Rehab. content is provided in combined adult/pediatric sessions. Be sure to add sessions marked with * to your calendar to enjoy the full pediatric program.

Need Help?

• Check out our Conference information and Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) page: https://icurehabnetwork.org/2023-conference/

• E-mail us at icurehab@jhmi.edu. Our email account has an immediate auto-reply message that includes some FAQ. We also will provide a personalized response, if needed, as quickly as possible.

Thank you,

The 12th Annual Johns Hopkins Critical Care Rehab Conference Team